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made easy !
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Simplified back scanning solutions

Take the hard work out of scanning and indexing your massive backlog of stored
documents. Let EzeScan drive your production document scanner and use batch
scanning technology to output high quality images. Automate where possible the
indexing process using BCR and OCR technologies so you can continue scanning the
next batch of documents.

Invoice processing automation

Say goodbye to data entry and use EzeScan to capture supplier invoice data
automatically. Use EzeScan to review and correct any exceptions, validate data using
database look ups and export output to customizable data files, or upload to your
finance system.

Application and Survey forms data extraction

Automate the processing of application and survey forms using EzeScan forms data
capture technology. Output data in a range of file formats or upload into many
common databases. Use EzeScan’s simple interface as an out of the box solution to
define templates, data extraction zones and apply workflow rules.

Mailroom and correspondence automation

EzeScan provides the fastest and most cost effective method to scan and index
unstructured documents like your incoming mail. Configure your indexing profiles
for different document types or document workflows. Documents and data can be
output to many common EDRMS systems, databases or network locations.

Highly integrated EDRMS imaging solutions

EzeScan provides out of the box integration with many popular EDRM systems.
Scanned and imported documents can be indexed using EzeScan’s unique power
indexing interface. Browse your EDRMS to select or validate metadata, capture
data on the fly, upload your documents, populate metadata and trigger automated
document workflows all in one simple process.

The EzeScan Advantage
EzeScan provides fast, cost effective business solutions including simplified back scanning, automation of invoice
processing, forms data extraction, mailroom/correspondence automation and highly integrated EDRMS imaging.
Compatible with all major scanners and with thousands of installations in Australasia, North America, EMEA and the
UK, EzeScan is your ideal batch-scanning solution.

Who is Outback Imaging Pty Ltd?
Outback Imaging is a research and development company specialising in document capture. EzeScan is Outback
Imaging’s flagship document scanning product suite. Our products enable clients to substantially reduce the cost
of deploying document processing solutions for unstructured, semi structured and structured (forms based)
hardcopy documents.
To request an evaluation copy of EzeScan or to see a product demonstration, please contact your local EzeScan
representative.
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